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The Other High Temperature SuperconductorsThe Other High Temperature Superconductors

40 K  MgB40 K  MgB22: a new s: a new s--p class with only one member (?Cp class with only one member (?C22--xxBBxx ?)?)
40 K  Cs40 K  Cs33CC6060: the lowest density A: the lowest density A33CC6060 fulleridefulleride
35 K (Ba,K)BiO35 K (Ba,K)BiO33 (BKBO): s(BKBO): s--p system, no excuse for this p system, no excuse for this TcTc
25 K  Li25 K  Lixx(ZrNCl)(ZrNCl)22: 2D layers, simple(?), low N(0): 2D layers, simple(?), low N(0)
20 K  Li at 40 20 K  Li at 40 GPaGPa: simple 2s metal pushed to its limits (2p): simple 2s metal pushed to its limits (2p)
19 K  PuCoGa19 K  PuCoGa55: 5f electron system, a new game entirely: 5f electron system, a new game entirely



LiLixxZrNClZrNCl: : TTcc = 25 K= 25 K
Layered, covalent-
metallic bonded ZrN, 
van der Walls ZrNCl
layers Simple, high 

velocity bands 
at Fermi level

In-plane d band holds
the carriers



Edward Teller’s Last GuessEdward Teller’s Last Guess
J. J. SupercondSupercond. 14, 299 (2001). 14, 299 (2001)

“Under special circumstances, it may be possible to observe “Under special circumstances, it may be possible to observe an unusual an unusual 
phenomenon: a superconducting state which exists only at high phenomenon: a superconducting state which exists only at high 
temperatures.”  ….E.T., abstract.temperatures.”  ….E.T., abstract.

The concept: the low temperature phase may be a broken symmetry The concept: the low temperature phase may be a broken symmetry one is one is 
which has occurred in order to alleviate the ‘tension’ in the sywhich has occurred in order to alleviate the ‘tension’ in the system arising stem arising 
from a high N(Efrom a high N(EFF), viz. as from a band ), viz. as from a band JahnJahn--Teller effect.Teller effect.

The higher  N(EThe higher  N(EFF) in the symmetric high) in the symmetric high--T phase may be enough to overcome T phase may be enough to overcome 
the normal pairthe normal pair--breaking effect of raising the temperature.breaking effect of raising the temperature.

There is a history of such transitions interfering with superconThere is a history of such transitions interfering with superconductivity, with ductivity, with 
TTcc being driven down by a structural transition.  The inference isbeing driven down by a structural transition.  The inference is that one that one 
should look at structural (other?) transitions at higher temperashould look at structural (other?) transitions at higher temperature.ture.



Strong Coupling; Structural InstabilityStrong Coupling; Structural Instability

1965-1975: strong coupling 
superconductivity observed to be 
accompanied by (near or actual) 
structural instabilities

Experimental phase 
diagram of V3Si. Chu
and Testardi, 1974.



PhononPhonon--paired Superconductivitypaired Superconductivity
Electrons become paired by (attractive) exchange of virtual phonons, 
which overcomes the (repulsive) electron-electron repulsion if the el-
ph coupling is sufficiently strong.  Pairs coalesce into a macroscopic 
broken-gauge-symmetry state with long-range phase coherence.

Phonon self-energy bubble: electron-hole 
pair creation and reabsorption

Electron self-energy: phonon emission 
and reabsorption

“Migdal’s theorem”: vertex corrections 
are order m/M (negligible) in normal state



TheoryTheory of Strong Coupling Superconductivityof Strong Coupling Superconductivity
G. M. G. M. EliashbergEliashberg, , SovSov. Phys. JETP (1960) . Phys. JETP (1960) 
ScalapinoScalapino, , SchriefferSchrieffer, Wilkins, Phys. Rev. (1966), Wilkins, Phys. Rev. (1966)

Starting from full electron+nuclei HamiltonianStarting from full electron+nuclei Hamiltonian
* Presume electrons form a Fermi  liquid state* Presume electrons form a Fermi  liquid state
* Presume stable structure* Presume stable structure conventional phononsconventional phonons
* Presume conventional el* Presume conventional el--ph theory holds (ph theory holds (Migdal’sMigdal’s

theorem)theorem)
* Presume el* Presume el--el interaction is not anomalous

Complex-valued energy-dependent 
gap function for Pb

el interaction is not anomalous
Rowell,
McMillan,
Feldman
(1969)

then



“Matthias’s Rules” for High “Matthias’s Rules” for High TTcc
1. Must have d electrons (not just s1. Must have d electrons (not just s--p, nor f)p, nor f)
2. High symmetry is good, cubic is best2. High symmetry is good, cubic is best
3. Certain electron concentrations are favored3. Certain electron concentrations are favored
(peak in density of states at Fermi level)(peak in density of states at Fermi level)

McMillan (1968)



Strong Coupling: Good News, Bad NewsStrong Coupling: Good News, Bad News



Akimitsu’s Discovery: 2001Akimitsu’s Discovery: 2001
MgBMgB22, a common chemical reagent., a common chemical reagent.

Searching for ferromagnetism, 
superconductivity at 40 K was discovered

Quickly reproduced and synthesis techniques 
were extended by several groups

Crystal structure is simple.  Quasi-2D.

Electronic structure is simple: s-p electrons.

Nagamatsu, Nakagawa, Muranaka, Zenitani, and Akimitsu, 
Nature 410, 63 (2001)



Four Months Later: Puzzle Solved!Four Months Later: Puzzle Solved!
1. MgB1. MgB22: covalent bonds become metallic: covalent bonds become metallic
2. Deformation potential 2. Deformation potential DD=13 =13 eVeV/A/A

(amazingly large for a metal)(amazingly large for a metal)
3. 2D (cylinder) Fermi surfaces focus strength3. 2D (cylinder) Fermi surfaces focus strength
4. Yet structure remains stable: intrinsic 4. Yet structure remains stable: intrinsic covalencycovalency

T. Yildirim (NIST)

J. M. An and WEP, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2001)
J. Kortus et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2001)
Y. Kong et al., Phys. Rev. B (2001)
K.-P. Bohnen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2001)
……..more…….



Pinpointing of Strong ElectronPinpointing of Strong Electron--Phonon CouplingPhonon Coupling

Raman spectrum
Bohnen, Heid, Renker (2002)

Shukla et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2003)
Inelastic x-ray scattering measurements

W. Weber et al.,
PRL (1978)



ElectronElectron--Phonon Coupling Strength Phonon Coupling Strength 
Calculated for LiCalculated for Li11--xxBCBC

Semiconductor x=0
Simple vibrational spectrum

Metal for x=0.25
Extreme Kohn anomalies



The Miraculous Nature of MgB2The Miraculous Nature of MgB2

Complete and utter scorn of the conventional wisdomComplete and utter scorn of the conventional wisdom

1.1. Total violation of Matthias’s Rules.Total violation of Matthias’s Rules.

2.2. Focusing of coupling to a few select modesFocusing of coupling to a few select modes
Q<2kQ<2kFF comprises 12% of the BZ areacomprises 12% of the BZ area
2 of 9 phonon branches only2 of 9 phonon branches only

0.12 x 2/9 0.12 x 2/9 only only 3% of phonons3% of phonons are being used!!are being used!!



Phonons and Electrons in 2DPhonons and Electrons in 2D



ElEl--Ph Coupling in MgBPh Coupling in MgB22--like Systemslike Systems









Is there Is there some waysome way to win? to win? YesYes..



So: why wasn’t MgBSo: why wasn’t MgB22 better than better than 40 K40 K??

Reference system (AlBReference system (AlB22) was too restricting) was too restricting
-- increasing dincreasing dbb

22 x N(0) x Dx N(0) x D22 would lead to would lead to TTcc around 55 K,around 55 K,
with instability to followwith instability to follow

-- decreasing the decreasing the unrenormalizedunrenormalized frequency, frequency, TTcc would peak  would peak  

below 50 K (then crash to instability)below 50 K (then crash to instability)

The Hope: obtain a stiffer reference system,The Hope: obtain a stiffer reference system,
with very strong coupling; add carrierswith very strong coupling; add carriers

Need: very strongly bonded, light atom Need: very strongly bonded, light atom xtalsxtals
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